Biological imaging collects data over time and length scales that range from atoms and molecules to cells and tissues with a frequent goal of molecular detection in live tissues and organs. There are two generic approaches employed in microscopy to study the structure and function of molecules, cells, and organisms. Both collect large numbers of images and generate TB-size datasets but for different purposes. In high-content screening applications drugs are applied to live cells grown in wells and imaged in automated microscopes. A thorough study will examine the effects of a pharmacological agent at several dilutions by collecting images of cells at different time-points and generate TB datasets from millions of cells. After image processing and analysis, critical concentrations of drug activity are identified and mechanism of action is extracted from downstream information. The experiment is convoluted by marking various structures or molecules with a signature color, thus allowing for specific objects to be localized in space and tracked in time. The second approach has the g oal of a 3D structure. Datasets consist of either serial slices or projections through the object, a cell, tissue, or organism and are acquired by light or electron microscopy. These methods are also linked in a time series to generate the dynamics of the structure from which mechanical and kinetic parameters are extracted. A significant problem is that these approaches can easily generate TBs of image data in minutes to hour periods. Thus, in biological imaging it is easy to generate data but the pressing problems are how to manage and organize image datasets, relate image datasets obtained by different microscopy methods, extract information from images, and to generate dynamic and 3D models of biological structures. These downstream steps contribute to th e total dataset for the experiment.
